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" It is essential that existence of BSNL/MTNL and stay competitive with 

required 4G and liquidity support .  Policy makers failed to  foresee dangers of 

monopolistic   unstoppable  profit centric   RJIO      in telecom sector with its 

destructive pricing in the   absence of active PSUs  BSNL/MTNL in  ESSENTIAL  

TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR  because now  DATA IS  NEW OIL"   
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Niti Aayog against Rs 14,000 cr infusion in BSNL, 

MTNL for 4G service 

By  Anjana Das  , Thursday, 3 January 2019 

 
Tthe government think tank Niti Aayog have objected the proposal of preferential 

equity infusion in the two PSUs -- BSNL and MTNL -- amounting to nearly Rs 14,000 crores 
for acquiring 4G spectrum observing that the returns on such high investments from them 
are almost nil and it is not essential. 

The department of telecom (DoT) had sought Niti Aayog’s views on the 4G spectrum 
allocation proposals for PSUs — BSNL and MTNL — that might cost the exchequer about Rs 
14,000 crore. 

A senior DoT official said that the Aayog has not favoured giving spectrum to BSNL 
(and MTNL) mentioning it is not essential and private players are already offering the same 
services. “Even in the rural areas BSNL’s hold as a public telephony operator has been on 
the decline, he added. 

Earlier, finance ministry was reluctant to spare that huge amount for the proposal 
while department of expenditure saw no immediate benefits from the move.The DoT 
proposal based on the individual board DPRs (detailed projects reports) of BSNL and MTNL 
— both declared incipient sick PSUs by the department of public enterprises — seeks to 
allocate 4G spectrum to them to match private competition and be in the fray amid cut-
throat competition. The government owned entities do not participate in auction but they 
match the highest bid for the band they seek to buy. 

While for MTNL it has been an arduous journey for survival as it is now even not 
able to pay salaries but BSNL is a comparatively better managed PSU given the limitations 
it has to face. The loss has doubled in last fiscal to Rs 8000 crore at a time when due to 
Reliance Jio's cheap tariffs each operator like Airtel and Vodafone-Idea has suffered and 
has gone into either red or has seen shrunk profits. But BSNL has managed to keep 
floating. 

The consultation was part of communication to various ministries for inter-
ministerial feedbacks on the capital infusion proposal.BSNL, which reported a loss of Rs 
4,786 crore in 2016-17 and is estimated to have doubled the losses for FY18 at Rs 8,000 
crore and is struggling without 4G services. Its income stood at Rs 32,411 crore (FY16), Rs 
31,533 crore (FY17) and Rs 27,818 crore (FY18). MTNL, the other state-run telecom firm, 
reported a loss of Rs 2,971 crore in FY18. This was against a similar amount in FY17 and 
Rs 2,006 crore in FY16. 
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To  

Dr. Rajiv Kumar Vice Chairman   vch-niti@gov.in 

Dr. Bibek Debroy Member   bibek.debroy@gov.in 

Prof. Ramesh Chand Member rc.niti@gov.in 

Shri Amitabh Kant   amitabh.kant@nic.in    CEO- niti@gov.in 

Shri Ajit Pai Consultant to Vice Chairman ajit.pai@nic.in 

NITI  Aayog  

Sansad Marg,  

New Delhi-   110001 

 

Sir,        

 Sub : WHY BSNL/MTNL  MUST EXIST AND STRENGTHENED  BY GOVT OF 

INDIA-reg  

 I come across  some news articles as referred above that Niti Aayog is 

against infusion of Rs 14000 cr for acquiring 4G Spectrum  by BSNL/MTNL.  

Being an advice from NITI AAYOG .  the nation’s highest planning and policy 

making body, it is expected to be given with a vision of nation building and 

creation of sustainable assets in the service of this great nation . But your  

advice in this regard that BSNL/MTNL should be denied of required permission  

to provide the latest  telecom service to the   people  is not well thought one it 

seems . We people of this country wishes to get the basis on which  Niti Aayog 

is opined against giving 4G spectrum to BSNL/MTNL ,    

In this regard I would like to clarify what really  means  this 4G Spectrum 

allotment to BSNL and MTNL    ,  our  own  Govt.  department  converted in to  

corporate  PSUs  for providing better telecom services  .   
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Niti Aayog Notion 1 

 There will be a capital infusion  to BSNL and MTNL for about Rs 14000 

crores and returns expected from such investment is nil 

Reality 1 

 There is no capital infusion of   actual cash payment of Rs 14000 crores 

to BSNL and MTNL but it is only a paper /file approval  process  . It is  a 

permission to operate 4G mobile service and in turn   the  accounting process 

will take  notional value of license as Govt Equity capital.   

Niti Aayog Notion 2 

 Returns expected from such investment is nil 

Reality 2  

 It is strange to note that Niti Aayog come to the conclusion that returns 

from 4G deployment by BSNL/MTNL will be nil hence not favouring 4G 

allotment. Instead Niti Aayog would have suggested some business model to  

BSNL/MTNL to  roll out  profitable  4G service , as of same business models  of  

Private operators particularly RJIO/AIRTEL etc   they  could make enough profit  

to repay their huge debt of Rs 8 lakh crores.  

 

Niti Aayog Notion 3 

 4G License to BSNL/MTNL is not essential  

Reality 3  

 It was replied in a parliament question that DOT/Govt is in the 

consideration of giving 4G license BSNL/MTNL to remain competitive in the data 

driven market. Survival of BSNL and MTNL lies in staying competitive . It not 

just matter of Rs 14000 crore notional value of spectrum but matter of 

safeguarding up keep of  5 lakhs crores worth strategic assets of DOT and 2 

lakh peoples’  employment opportunity.    How and what made  Niti Aayog 

opined 4G is not essential to Govt Companies to survive  in a technology driven 

telecom market . It is essential that BSNL /MTNL must be given 4G license and 

adequate liquidity support.  
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“ It is essential that existence of BSNL/MTNL and stay competitive with 

required 4G and liquidity support .  Policy makers failed to  foresee dangers of 

monopolistic SMPs  profiteering and exploitation by  private  company(ies) in  

the absence of active PSUs  BSNL/MTNL in  ESSENTIAL  TELECOMMUNICATION 

SECTOR  because now  DATA IS  NEW OIL” 

 

Niti Aayog Notion 4 

 4G spectrum allocation proposals for PSUs — BSNL and MTNL — that 

might cost the exchequer about Rs 14,000 crore 

Reality 4 

Cost to exchequer means Govt to spent this huge money to buy 

spectrum. There is no such situation even common man knows that it is only a 

permission to offer latest service at par with private service providers. This 4G 

license to BSNL/MTNL cost nothing to exchequer. Even there is no opportunity 

cost too as no other takers for fresh 4G waves  in India.  

Niti Aayog Notion 5 

Aayog has not favoured giving spectrum to BSNL (and MTNL) mentioning 

it is not essential and private players are already offering the same services. 

Reality 5 

It means  if  private  players are there to offer same service, there is no 

need of giving service  from Govt. PSUs. So the policy of level playing field   

now shifted in favour of private telecom companies. This made a political 

criticism that this govt favours only  private players  for obvious reasons 

particularly as if govt wants to avoid competitor in 4G market. It will be 

referred as utter crony capitalism and Political cost of such advice will be bigger 

than that of  any  notional savings in this case .   

Niti Aayog Notion 6 

Finance ministry was reluctant to spare that huge amount for the 

proposal while department of expenditure  saw no immediate benefits from the 

move. 
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Reality 6 

 There is not even single rupee to spare or spent  in the proposal of giving 

license to BSNL/MTNL .  it is only an illusion that there is a huge investment of 

14000 crores in just giving permission to use a portion of spectrum .  So 

finance ministry need not worried over this non cash paper approval .  There is 

no expenditure involved  to be referred to Dept of Expenditure also . All are 

imaginary and notional figure to quantify the value of proposals .  This has 

already been explained in point 1.  

Niti Aayog Notion 7 

Even in the rural areas BSNL’s hold as a public telephony operator has been on 

the decline,  

 Reality 7 

The service  of BSNL can not be undermined at any more by policy 

making bodies  . Still there is a huge market for telecom services in India.  

BSNL has fantastic future with growing demand  from all sections of people  

and it is the most affordable service provider to common poor aam Admi  

in rural areas.  As per TRAI data , during Oct 2018 alone, there are about 36 

lakhs new customers joined BSNL.  BSNL is the only operator showing 

continuous growth in subscriber base in highly competitive technically advanced 

mobile market even  in the era of predatory pricing 4G regime of RJIO.  Under 

such  growing circumstances how it was opined that BSNL hold is on the decline 

. This indicates that even senior officials of DOT don’t know what is the strength 

of BSNL and Trust of common public on BSNL.    

 These  wrong perceptions  needs elaborate reply that why BSNL /MTNL 

must exist in Indian Telecom Market and Govt Support for them .  
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RESPONSIBILITY  OF GOVT IN ESSENTIAL TELECOM SERVICE 

Before going to the discussion it is important to get reminded  certain 

facts about role/responsibility  of Govt in essential telecom service  

1 . Govt is responsible for providing telecom services at every part of the 

country. Opening of telecom sector to private players does not  shed the govt 

responsibility any way. 

2. Policy of allowing Private players in Telecom services should benefit all 

and ensure telecom facility is available at every place  

3. Corporatization  of DOT is only for speedy execution of telecom 

projects and better services not for privatization of public assets  

4. Fair competition shall be  ensured in any essential service sector 

including telecom sector  with existence of  well  supported  PSUs like  

BSNL/MTNL  

5. The presence of BSNL/MTNL ensures  the telecom sector more 

compliance to the laws and   License rules  

6. Levy of penalty for failure to role out services in uneconomical areas or 

not providing quality services by  private  telecom companies not a solution for  

missing  telecom services  

7. NO PROFIT NO SERVICE  will always  be the policy of private players in 

any sector. Govt must ready with alternative of  PSUs in hand  in such 

situations at any cost any time.  

8. Have BSNL/MTNL Dharsan before take policy decisions on these  

entities. Any body who visits various telecom installations of Dept of Telecom 

created over the period of 150years  now corporatized as BSNL/MTNL will 

wonder how big our   telecom infrastructure and realize the need for protecting 

and  maintaining such asset for ever in  the service of nation. These infra is to 

be better utilised for service to the nation.  
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9. Undermining govt sectors/PSUs on commercial performance /profit 

alone  is a  wrong notion of many intellectuals/think tanks  . Basically India is 

Welfare state . So creation of strategic assets for public service  and providing 

employment shall always be the prime motive of Govt and PSUs.  The growth of 

Indian Telecom sector is fine example for jobless  growth under private sector 

investments.  

10. BSNL MTNL are though  PSUs but are managed and controlled by DOT 

through its officers  . The performance of BSNL/MTNL  reflect the performance 

of DOT officers who are deployed  in running most valued Telecom PSU in  

India  

11 . Giving Advice /policy decision to weaken existing PSUs like 

SAIL/BSNL/HAL Etc are  viewed by common public as favouritism of Govt to 

towards private sectors. This  “PSUs are to Die “ attitude  will become political 

point  and political cost such case will be a bigger one to any ruling Govt than 

the economic savings . Few even view the practice of   Govt  demanding money 

for license  is similar to  demanding money from the family members for food 

prepared at home  

12. Niti Aayog is  expected to offer  professional/ policy input for making 

PSUs Govt institutions more stronger and enablers in nation building exercise. 

The way PSUs are  managed and offering service reflect the  quality of 

governance by the ruling government.  Be it railways /public transport or any 

other service .  

13 . Policy makers failed to  foresee dangers of monopolistic   

unstoppable   RJIO      in telecom sector with its destructive pricing in  as if  in 

the   absence of  oil PSUs IOC/BPCL/HPCL  in  the liberalized  pricing regime in  

ESSENTIAL OIL SECTOR  .  Same will be the case in  the absence of active 

PSUs  BSNL/MTNL in  ESSENTIAL  TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR  because 

now  DATA IS  NEW OIL. 
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WHY BSNL MUST EXIST AND SUPPORTED BY GOVT OF INDIA 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) is a Government of India 

enterprise incorporated on September 15, 2000 by converting 150 old 

department of telecom in to a Public Sector under taking.    BSNL is brain child 

LPG centric leaders/reformist rulers in India to commercialize 

telecommunication sector and shedding  the government direct responsibility. 

The case of  BSNL is unique PSU  governed under  government department 

rules and structure .  It is because of government policies,   on the illusion that    

corporatization means reforms and to provide level playing field to private TSP  

for better service to the people. Another notion of reformists  that   

corporatization/listing of shares  will give edge(?) over  other forms for 

organization   to compete with private TSP. This policy also tested with creation  

of MTNL in important  capital cities of India i.e New Delhi and Mumbai.   

PSUs  are Nation’s Identity not to be undermined on commercial 

performance   

 Any country  will be respected and judged  by how it is ruled and how 

PSU are managed. If Air India flights fly high with unmatched service 

benchmarks it will be a honor to all countrymen  that  can not be judged  in 

terms of  commercial performance alone. Like wise BSNL also India’ s identity 

in the field of telecom sector not to be undermined by its customer base alone . 

Failure of PSU nothing but failure of  governance .  

Making money from Government services- LPG era   

 Many self claimed economic intellectuals who undermine the role of 

Government departments and PSUs in Indian economy, employment  and 

society. Once they were celebrated as  TEMPLES OF  MODERN INDIA ,  now 

reformists /think tanks  wants to  allow them to  starved death  not even for 

natural death . This is fine example of utter crony capitalism in which greedy 

corporate  milking of huge   money from every thing without human face and 

social cause in the name of giving better service by private sector.  This is 
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without understanding  fundamentals of  social ,family system ,strong culture 

and other  roots of economy beneath the visible  western indicators  that 

prevails in India , many economist criticize the state of Indian economy as  not 

up to  the mark of western economy. Please note,  apart from providing vital  

services  to general public , Govt, PSU stand tall on generation of employment  

opportunities  to en-masse.    

Role Of BSNL in Indian telecom sector-  Can’t be undermined  

 The   article says role of BSNL can be ignored   in Indian Telecom market 

. It  seems to be   written without the knowledge of role of BSNL/DOT in 

maintaining /providing vital strategic telecom services and its network in India. 

It may have  mere 10% market share in retail telecom market as per pink 

paper reporters  based on which many   may think that BSNLs role is 

insignificant  and  can be ignored in telecom sector . This ignorance is like 

bounded rationality that every body think they are right as per their limited  

knowledge though not. BSNL  is vital back bone of national telecom sector in 

use for govt , defence, state utilities  Banking  system connectivity, Local 

bodies Educational and research institutions in India    

BSNL –Vital  back bone of Telecom Network in India  

 The visionary leaders of modern India, (Pre-1991 reforms )  recognized 

the strategic importance of communication system for national security and 

economy  , they established nation wide strong communication system with 

sufficient physical and human resources allotted  which could  withstand any 

national emergencies like war, natural disasters and other adversaries. By this 

way the  erstwhile Post and Telegraph ( P&T)  got due importance in 

Government policy formulation . Later bifurcated in to two departments as  

Dept.of Post and  DOT and then as Dept of telecom services. The robust 

telecom network that of BSNL  been proved in times of natural adversaries in 

the recent past be it  at Uttarakand , Chennai floods ,Kerala Floods , Vartha 

cyclone Gaja . No other operators could withstand like BSNL.    
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Commercialisation  compromised  the  Social responsibility and 

national security  

        DOT created robust telecom network in India  with aim of providing 

telecom services to every nook and corner of our country.  DOT was about to 

achieve 100 % telecom coverage in every  village just before the sector was 

opened to private players during 1991-96 in the name of LPG reforms and  

there ends the Governments responsibility  in establishing telecom network in 

every village and subsequent governments from 2000 onwards ignored this 

responsibility in toto.  Though LPG  made tremendous development in telecom 

sector only at commercially viable places that too at a  huge  cost of public 

money Rs 8 Lakh crore debt owed by various telecom companies in India  

funded by various banks  .  Telecom development  happened only in places and 

towns where telecom service  is commercial viable and other place were 

orphaned both private and government.  

BSNL /MTNL Top Employment Providers  in the telecom sector  

 DOT/BSNL at the time of formation had more than 400000 regular 

employees on roll and even as of 2017-18 BSNL has around 200000 employees  

BSNL recruited more than 45000 technical engineers over the period of time 

from 01.10.2000 .  The regular employees in telecom sector if taken all 

together it will be more than 60% of direct employment . It is worth to mention 

a company having less than 10% market share gives more than 60% 

employment in the industry . No other telecom company in India could match 

bsnl in terms of offering employment directly as well as indirectly.   

BSNL  not runs  on tax payer’s money  

 Another wrong notion among public and few experts  is  that BSNL being 

run on tax payers money , it wasteful and  no longer good for the nation . This 

wrong perception made to create bad opinion in general public . For your 

information  , BSNL never  received  any amount  the form of grant or bailout 

or any other budgetary support from Government from the inception i.e 

01.10.2000. All expenses including staff salary,  Dot deputed officers salary are 
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paid from own resources . BSNL continued to grow in terms of telecom 

infrastructure and revenue till 2010 and there after required thrust was not 

given by political environment,  BSNL Invested more than 2 lakhs crores from 

it’s own internal accruals .  Please note BSNL all along treated at par with other 

telecom service provider without  any life support or tax break from the 

government 

Private Telecom players   run  on taxpayer money not BSNL  

 Cumulative debt of private telecom companies in India crossed more than 

8 Lakh crores and   favorite RJIO has 2.1Lakhs crore debt in its books. So it is 

not BSNL to run on taxpayers money but it is only private telecom companies 

that rely on whooping debt obtained from Banks .  If the same amount of 

financial  support  would have given to BSNL , Indian telecom scenario is 

completely different.  

Give Level playing platform of Rs 8 Lakh crores finance and Airwaves to 

BSNL/MTNL 

`Reformist /`Management consultants/Think tanks  may  advise the 

Government to maintain level playing field  to BSNL at par with private telecom 

companies  in terms of  huge comfortable fund  of 8 Lakh crores and to allot 

quality air waves as allotted  to RJIO/Airtel . This will enable BSNL to rollout 

latest technologies at every corner of the country.   

      

BSNL – Real Contributor to state Exchequer  

      BSNL paid more than Rs 40000 crores for required spectrum in 2010,  the 

only operator  paid the  lump sum with out availing any bank loan and 

paying 24% of its revenue to government in the form of license fee and service 

tax.  All other telecom companies availed credit from public sector banks and 

paid for spectrum .  Where as BSNL paid it in cash form  and so far about Rs 2 

lakh crores  contributed to governments by BSNL from 2000-2001.  
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Custodian of strategic NFS /Bharat NET project  

 BSNL is the custodian  of  strategic NFS network and Government’s 

prestigious project  of Bharat Net and services at extremist affected areas 

including north border areas. All network systems are  maintained by BSNL 

without looking in to commercial viability.  Bharat Net aims at connecting  more 

than 2.5 lakhs panchayats with ofc net work as part of Digital India initiative by 

Government of India 

The giant BSNL  

 DOT/BSNL has robust telecom infra across the nation with physical 

presence in every taluk.  It has more than 4000 electronic exchanges and more 

than 3 lakh route km OFC network. It has well planned telecom network 

connecting all cities and towns that  can withstand any war emergency. The 

connectivity  between cities are secured by backup alternative  rings  network. 

It has huge organization set up with sufficient man power at every 

state/Circles. It has regional telecom training centers at various places  , 

advanced level telecom training center at Jabalpur/Delhi and National advanced 

telecom finance management Hydrabad, own telecom  factories and stores and 

quality assurance circles and IT Project circle for software needs.    DOT/BSNL 

has own Civil wings and electrical wings at respective circles to take care of civil 

and electrical works. With huge trained  man power of more than 4 lakh 

employees DOT was able to make  the required developments in India 

Telecom Regions of DOT/BSNL 

 India’s telecom core infra has been divided in to four regions for better 

maintenance and administrative purpose and being maintained by BSNL  

transmission team separately . They are Northern Telecom region( HQ Delhi) , 

western telecom region HQ Mumbai  Eastern telecom region Kolkatta  Southern 

telecom region Chennai  This set up takes care  of interstate long distance 

transmission systems and infra  in India 

Telecom Project Circles of DOT/BSNL 
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   Development of telecom network in India in the erstwhile DOT now BSNL  

is the primary duty of respective project circles at four regions They are 

Northern Telecom Projects ( HQ Delhi) , western telecom projects  HQ Mumbai  

Eastern telecom Projects  Kolkatta  Southern telecom Projects  Chennai  This 

set up takes care  of establishing sustainable telecom infra and creating 

strategic assets  to the nation.  

Destruction of Telecom delivery System by  commercialisation of sector  

 DOT had credible telecom delivery mechanism or system with  sufficient 

budgetary support and had  huge man power so that it can implement any 

strategic telecom project.  Thanks to corporatization of DOT/DTS  and 

formation of BSNL , Its oraganisational capacity and financial strength  to 

establish   telecom net work in every corner of the country  has been  lost in 

one stroke. Still the subsequent  Govt not able to establish vital communication 

link to every village and north eastern states at par with other parts of the 

country as  profitability took driver seat for telecom sector development and  

social, strategic and security  requirement took  back seat in the LPG era. Lack 

of Telecom infra at  border areas  are vulnerable in security view particularly 

China border.  

BSNL/MTNL/DOT Infra and systems  once destroyed in the 

commercialization process  can never be made up again  

 With strong infrastructure and physical presence at every corner of the 

country  BSNL is vital asset to the nation. One may wonder by visiting any 

Telecom Buildings/ transmission rooms , telecom training centers etc at vital 

locations mostly on donated lands . It is really a great job that National   

leaders created such infra for the service of the nation one can find a  

telephone exchange within every 10 kilometers with sufficient man power.  No 

government can recreate such infra and system  in future .  Not even to 

imagine such  system  in future . once lost it is great loss to people . So it is 

the duty of every citizen to protect the DOT/BSNL infra in the interest of the 

nation’s strategic importance. What is needed is a policy support  
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Denying level playing field to  BSNL/MTNL in "DATA IS NEW OIL 

REGIME"  - An  utter crony capitalism 

  Policy Makers in DOT/NITI Aayog and other bodies  are in the perception 

of lower price  in Indian mobile market is an achievement of the government  

for  short term gains. For taking this credit or other wise  they  resorted  to be 

an ignorant to  predatory self destructive pricing practices of a private telecom 

company and even indifferent to own PSUs.   But conveniently failed to foresee 

the dangers of monopolistic /Significant Market Power of  profit centric  private 

company(ies) in a in long run (RJIO in the case) . One must Imagine what  will 

happen  in the absence of oil sector PSUs in  a liberalized  pricing regime of OIL 

sector  .  Same is the case of Telecom sector there will be profiteering and 

exploitation in the absence of active PSUs because now DATA IS NEW OIL.  

Denying level playing field to own PSUs seen as utter crony capitalism . While 

regulatory intervention on destructive pricing practices  is missing , on  the 

other  hand policy makers failed to extend policy as well as financial  support  

own PSUs.   This will give opposition parties a political point and    Political 

price  of such criticism  will be bigger than that of any credit of claiming 

lower tariff .  What is happening in HAL story is fine example for this .  

HAVE  VISION  HAVE BSNL/MTNL DHARSAN  

One must make  all India  BSNL/MTNL Dharsan before taking  any policy / 

advice affecting  these  entities. Please do visit to BSNL Corporate offices / 

Circle offices /SSA l Gateways/MSCs/ Data centers/ IT project circles /regional 

training centers/ Trunk automatic Exchanges/ National Internet Back bone 

centers /nodal billing centers and IN network /telecom factories/ ITI spread 

across India  .   Any body who visits various telecom installations of Dept of 

Telecom created over the period of 150years  now corporatized as BSNL/MTNL 

will wonder how big our   telecom infrastructure and realize the need for 

protecting and  maintaining such assets for ever in  the service of nation. 
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Ensure a policy of  a Wire line /FTTH  to every Home by BSNL  

 The most safest and dependable communication network all over the 

world is basic wired /ofc  telephone network and still 50% of communications 

are done on wire line mode for safest communication . In India it is now only 

14%  and rest 86% on wireless radiating  mode. This needs policy correction. 

Government should aim at ensuring telephone facility FTTH  at every home at 

an affordable charges by BSNL/DOT with necessary budgetary support in smart 

cities  . This will avoid redundant investment by various telecom operators in 

laying cables  on the same streets.  Mobile shall be used for only on the move 

and  in remote inaccessible areas. This will reduce dependence of multiple  high 

radiating mobile towers( Already crossed 2.1 million mobile towers )   in towns 

and its ill effects on environment.  

Revert BSNL/MTNL and VSNL   as  DOT if required  

 Corporatization of telecom department was made to achieve certain 

objectives . If the same set up is failed to achieve its purpose or hinders 

telecom development , it is better to revert back all BSNL assets  setup to DOT 

fold and ensure necessary budgetary and government support to roll out full 

fledged and safe telecom infra in all smart cities, north  eastern states and 

remote villages .  Let commercial interest goes to  back seat and service comes 

to driver seat for  telecom development in India. 

Government/PSU must own transnational submarine cable network 

connecting India to the World   

 Government shall ensure BSNL owns transnational submarine cable 

network that connect India to the rest of the world.  All SAARC nations can  be 

covered in this network. An International gateway system under Govt Control is 

must for strategic security purpose.  
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Revive and  bring Synergy between  ITI / BSNL Telecom Factories and 

CDOT  

 Needed policy and budgetary support in reviving Indian Telephone 

Industries Ltd, Various telecom factories and Center for Development of 

Telematics. The above institutions can be made useful for manufacturing 

telecom gears/equipment under MAKE IN INDIA initiatives.  

Merge BSNL and MTNL for a real PAN India service  

 Merger of BSNL /MTNL or bringing MTNL under BSNL fold  will give added 

advantages to Govt owned PSUs to offer real service on  PAN India basis  

Make use of  IT Expertise of BSNL IT project Circle/Software skills   

 Government can make use of the expertise of BSNL  IT Project Circle 

Pune  for  various software requirements . The HR/ Billing packages in use can 

be utilized for various HRMS  / DOTSOFT billing and accounting applications of 

state and central Government departments  and Electricity distribution 

companies.  

Hope above points will give required insight in to the functioning of 

BSNL/DOT and its indispensible  role in Indian Telecom sector. BSNL /MTNL 

are “TOO BIG TO FAIL” category institutions in India . What  needed here 

is   favourable policy environment  at par  with Private TSP .    Accordingly  

NITI Aayog may devise favourable policies for  sustainable growth of all  PSUs.  

Thanking You 

 

CMA Dr V Subramanian  

drvsuppu@gmail.com 

     19.01.2019 

     Coimbatore  

 

 

 

 

mailto:drvsuppu@gmail.com
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Give 4G spectrum to BSNL, MTNL at the earliest: Parliamentary Panel  ..  

 

Read more at: 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/63289222.cms?utm_so

urce=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst 

` 

 
 

 
 

  

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/63289222.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/63289222.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS 
DEPARTMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

LOK SABHA 
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 238 

TO BE ANSWERED ON 12th DECEMBER, 2018 
ALLOTMENT OF 4G SPECTRUM 

238. SHRI V. ELUMALAI: 
Will the Minister of COMMUNICATIONS be pleased to state: 

(a) whether it is true that the Government is considering to allot 4G spectrum to BSNL and 
MTNL; 

(b) whether it is also true that BSNL has already submitted a detailed project report to the 
Government seeking 4G spectrum allocation, if so, the details thereof; 

(c) whether it is also true that survival of both BSNL and MTNL without 4G spectrum is tough; 
(d) whether it is also true that the Government is working on a strategy to settle issues that 

have emerged due to some decisions of the apex court; and 
(e) if so, the details thereof? 

ANSWER 
THE MINISTER OF STATE (IC) OF THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS & 

MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 
(SHRI MANOJ SINHA) 

(a) to (c) Proposals for allotment of spectrum for providing 4G services by Bharat Sanchar 
Nigam Limited (BSNL) and Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) with government 
support have been received in Department of Telecommunications (DoT). BSNL has already 
started 4G services in a few Licensed Service Areas (LSAs). However, keeping in view of the 
data driven telecom scenario where around 85% of the data usage is through 4G services, 
BSNL and MTNL have submitted proposal to allot spectrum for providing 4G services to remain 
competitive in the Telecom market. 
(d) & (e) DoT decides the issues keeping in view the relevant criteria in this regard, 
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Ensure funds to BSNL for Arunachal’s telecom connectivity: 

Ninong Ering to Manoj Sinha 

Echoing frustration, the Lok Sabha member said that he had written dozens of letters and 

met Sinha in person and also reminded PM to expedite the telecom infrastructure in 

Arunachal, but nothing on the ground happened so far.Muntazir Abbas  |  ETTelecom  |  Updated: 

December 24, 2018, 12:43 IST 

  inShare  

 

NEW DELHI: Parliamentarian Ninong Ering has again urged the Narendra Modi-led 

National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government to fast-track telecom connectivity 

in Arunachal Pradeshand ensure the release of funds to state-run Bharat Sanchar 

Nigam Limited (BSNL) to avoid further delay. 

In a letter to telecom minister Manoj Sinha dated December 19, a copy of 

which is seen by ETTelecom, lawmaker Ering has asked him to give an “immediate 

go-ahead” and ensure Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) to release the 

requisite capital to BSNL and follow Centre’s decisions in the matter. 

The matter to connect the hilly regions of Arunachal Pradesh has been 

hanging fire since early this year despite it being one of the government’s ambitious 

initiatives to bring telecom connectivity to the Pema Khandu-headed Northeastern 

state.  

https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/author/479234376/muntazir-abbas
javascript:void(0);
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/ninong+ering
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/arunachal+pradesh
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/bsnl
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/manoj+sinha
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/usof
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The USO-funded initiative being driven by the state-owned operator BSNL 

involves installation of 2,817 mobile towers in the rough terrain of Arunachal 

Pradesh, with Gurgaon-based Vihaan Network Limited (VNL) as telco’s partner.  

Echoing frustration, the Lok Sabha member said that he had written dozens of 

letters and met Sinha in person and also reminded PM to expedite the telecom 

infrastructure in Arunachal, but nothing on the ground happened so far. 

 

        Due to the absence of telecom infrastructure, some of the mobile users in the 

border areas of Arunachal Pradesh experience Chinese mobile signals on their 

handsets and also receive messages from China-based telecom networks every 

time they turn their phones on.  

 

“There was no coverage before BSNL installed towers under the USOF project,” 

Ering said, adding that the government-controlled telco had deployed only few 

telecom towers in the region and nearly a thousand people have already started 

using voice and data services. 

 

“BSNL has not installed any more towers. On enquiring I am told that USOF is yet to 

give approval for remaining towers as the latter was delaying the project on one 

pretext or the other,” he added. 

 

The spat between the state-controlled service provider and telecom department’s 

(DoT) agency that disburses fund for rural connectivity escalated after public interest 

litigation (PIL) was filed by Prashant Bhushan in the Supreme Court, on behalf of a 

non-governmental organization (NGO) alleging wrongdoing.  

 

In August this year, the Delhi high court has though already dismissed the case, 

citing policy matter.Ering added that some people have filed a fictitious case and 

there was no stay on the matter.USOF administrator Sanjay Singh earlier told 

ETTelecom that the department was very transparent and couldn’t do much since 

there was a petition in the court saying mala fide selection of firms using second-

generation (2G) technology for the mega initiative. 

 

However, BSNL argued that at the time of tendering process it was only 2G 

technology mandated for the project, and the petition was “misconceived” and 

couldn’t be maintained.  

https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/telecom+department
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/policy
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/tag/sanjay+singh
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INDIAN BORDER TROOPS USING 
CHINESE MOBILE NETWORKS, 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES WARN GOVT 

The result of  ignoring  strategic and national security and see only   
commercial interest in Telecom development  – The real failure  of Indian  
telecom policy   , 

Who will provide matching telecom service at China border? 
RJIO IDEA AIRTEL BSNL . None !.    read more 

https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/india/indian-border-troops-using-
chinese-mobile-networks-intelligence-agencies-told 

Indian border troopers posted along the China border in Leh 

have been left “no choice” but to use networks supplied by 

Chinese telecom operators 

 

Dhairya Maheshwari 

Published: 16 Jan 2019, 11:14 PM 

Indian border troopers posted along the China border in Leh have been using networks 
supplied by Chinese telecom operators, India’s intelligence agencies have warned the 
government.It is understood that due to the difficulty of Indian mobile operators in 
penetrating the higher reaches of the India-China border, soldiers are left with “no choice” but 
to “manually switch” to Chinese telecom service providers, according to sources familiar with 
the matter. 

The poor network coverage of Indian operators in Leh and surrounding areas is an 
“open secret.” The coverage capability gets worse at the border outposts, which are located at  
even higher altitudes and in absence of any significant telecom infrastructure on the Indian 
side.The intelligence agencies are believed to have been made aware of the prevailing situation 

https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/india/indian-border-troops-using-chinese-mobile-networks-intelligence-agencies-told
https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/india/indian-border-troops-using-chinese-mobile-networks-intelligence-agencies-told
https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/author/551408/dhairya-maheshwari
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by the Indian troops themselves. According to sources, the coverage of some of China’s state-
backed telecommunication giants is “excellent” in the border regions, with Chinese telecom 
towers having a network reach that covers villages and border outposts on the Indian side. 

“There is also a tie-up between Airtel and China Telecom, which facilitates switching of 
networks,” point out sources.It is understood that “Airtel (China)“ is the operator that shows 
up on the network selection panel at the time of manually switching the networks. 

According to Indian troopers who have reported the issue, being off the grid for 
extended periods of time due to border postings forces them to look for alternative networks, 
just so they could stay in touch with their families.However, intelligence officials have 
informed the government that such temporary switch of networks facilitates “malicious” 
cyber-activity from Beijing, as it provides them a “gateway” to enter our servers and other 
critical cyber infrastructure. 

“They are far ahead of us as far as ramping up the border infrastructure is concerned. 
“They have erected mobile towers, built surveillance outposts and power stations, all with the 
ultimate objective of cyber surveillance and settling civilians at their side of the disputed 
border,” say sources.Cyber experts have in the past expressed concerns that at “least 35%” of 
the cyber attacks taking place from China are directed towards Indian systems. 

Intelligence agencies have also expressed concerns over the possibility of the 
Chinese setting-up “Wi-fi hotspots” so that they could be used by Indian troops at border 
outposts. “It is a real possibility that this might also be happening,” cyber experts 
working with the intelligence agencies have warned. 

It seems part of a well-calibrated strategy to “lure” Indian soldiers and through that, 
gain access to critical information stored in our defence and other government servers.Cyber 
experts say that the entire episode is reflective of the loopholes in India’s cyber-security 
situation. Concerns have been expressed in the past over at “least 35%” of the cyber attacks 
taking place from China being directed towards Indian systems. While India’s cyber 
capabilities have been significantly lacking to deal with this cyber onslaught till date, the 
government has been working to device a mechanism to protect India’s cyber-sovereignty. 

Indian military announced on Tuesday, January 15,that it was finally setting-up a cyber 
agency under the Integrated Defence Staff (IDS) to deal with threats in the cyberspace. 

“It will be an inter-service agency, not purely Army, functioning under the IDS and they 
will be looking after all the threats in the cyber-domain Gen MM Naravane, GOC-in-C, Eastern 
Command, said on Tuesday, January 15. 
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BSNL  

BSNL THE SOUL OF A GREAT TIMELESS NATION –  

ENABLER IN NATIONAL BUILDING 

 Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) is a Government of India 

enterprise. incorporated on September 15, 2000 by converting 150 old 

department of telecom in to a Public Sector under taking . The only ‘PAN’ India, 

stable and comprehensive Telecom / ICT / ITES / Networking / Turnkey 

Solution Provider & Network Management Company. present even where there 

is no money. Rest of all are predominantly cellular service providers & present 

only where there is money.  

Focussed on Telecom / ICT / ITES / Networking / Turnkey Solutions since 

last 70 years. Never penalized by the government for any violations! World 

class, state of art, robust quality telecom network in the country. Nationwide 

super express information highway on optical transport technology. Provides 

need-based services on the non-discriminatory basis to rural and urban areas. 

Only “ZERO DEBT’ company in the entire telecom sector. No long-term liability 

of any bank  

BSNL Universal Service & Obligation is  Whether it is the inaccessible 

areas of Siachen Glacier, J & K or North-Eastern regions of the country, BSNL is 

always committed to National Interest & none else is as comprehensive.  

BSNL is the only Stable and dependable Service Provider for last 70 years 

since Independence. Making Focused efforts and planned initiatives to bridge 

the Rural-urban digital divide in ICT sector in the service of this Great Nation. 

Comprehensive BSNL Business Verticals are  Consumer Fixed Access (CFA) 

Landline (Fibre, Copper) Broadband INTERNET (FTTH, ADSL, Wireless, VOIP) 

Consumer Mobility (CM)- GSM & CDMA Voice Broadband Enterprise Business 

(EB) Internet Leased Line MPLS Point to Point VSAT Satellite Phones (only 

operative in India) Construction & Consultancy Civil & Architect (MOD Govt. of 

India, Postal etc.) BSNL has an unmatched Pan India and Global Reach Fixed 
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Line Status In Landline Business, B.S.N.L is in No. 1 Position with 56.96 Market 

Share In Mobile Business, BSNL has a Market Share of around 10%.  

Transmission Network of  BSNL is thus connecting 646 districts, 4519 

Cities/Towns & 6.25 lakhs villages.  

BSNL is an important service provider across India & its mere presence in 

Market, forces adherence business Ethics by others. It offers very 

competitively, wide-ranging & most Transparent Tariff schemes, with hidden 

components, designed to suit every customer and are market driven across its 

Business Verticals. True & Honest Billing and ranked as the most transparent 

operator. BSNL’s Convergent IP Network Set up a world-class, Sophisticated, 

PAN INDIA State of Art Multi-Gigabit Multi-Protocol Convergent IP infrastructure 

Robust, Ring Based & Diversified Network That provides convergent services 

like Voice, Data & Video through the same Backbone & Broadband Access 

Network. 

 BSNL has recently launched Next Generation Optical Transport Network 

on PAN INDIA basis for creating National Super Express Information Highway 

providing a milestone to the Digital India Programme The Ultra High Capacity 

Optical Transport Network is aimed to enhance existing 10G Capacity of Optical 

Fibre infrastructure of BSNL to 100G Capacity. BSNL remains Country’s most 

experienced comprehensive Telecom Service Provider. It has Core Competence 

and Valuable Experience and Expertise in Planning, Installation, Network 

Integration & Maintenance of Switching & Transmission Networks. All Voice & 

Data content of the Customers are Safe & CONFIDENTIAL as per law of land.  

BSNL has Trained Man Power at every nook & corner of the Country BSNL 

has Committed, Focused, Professional, Technically Qualified & Experienced 

Workforce of more than 2,11,000 .  Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited is also 

credited with Country’s only World class ISO 9000 certified Advanced Level 

Telecom Training Centre (ALTTC) where skills are continuously upgraded & 

provides Training other countries also. BSNL’s Wide Customer Base includes   

all banks  Insurance  and major private sector companies  . BSNL is the 
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bandwidth provider for all State Government Wide Area Networks (SWAN), 

connecting all State/UT Headquarters up to the Block level via District/ sub-

Divisional Headquarters, in a vertical hierarchical structure.  

The company has its own State of Art in-house IT/ITES Software Data 

Centres BSNL IT Technology & Processes BSNL Data Centers are state of the 

art technology, managing Enterprise and Retail Customer (more than 15 Crore 

concurrent users) on PAN-India Basis. Each Data Center is fully protected 

having 100% Disaster Recovery (DR) process and regular Drill Activities being 

performed. 

 A strong in-house IT workforce of 1500 officers across ten data center 

location providing support tall units of BSNL and external customers. IPV4 & 

IPV6 Compliant Network. There are four Zonal data centers catering enterprise 

and landline and business customers. West Zone: Pune North Zone: Chandigarh 

South Zone: Hyderabad East Zone: Kolkatta There are four Zonal Mobile Data 

Centres catering postpaid and Prepaid Mobile customers. West Zone: Pune 

North Zone: Chandigarh South Zone: Trichy East Zone: Kolkatta Having 

centralized National Operating Center (NOC) at Bangalore for monitoring 

countrywide Broadband Network. It is a ZERO debt Company where the total 

liability of the Entire Telecom Sector stands at Rs. 8 Lakh Crores! (According to 

some credible Media Reports).  Provides  solutions on TURNKEY basis i.e. End 

to End Complete Solution using its state of art telecom infrastructure, World 

Class Data Centers, Mobile Apps/Software Apps prepared by our IT wing and 

using the state of the art technology (HW/SW) from various technology 

providers best suited needs. Many TSP windup and  gone to Bankruptcy. But 

BSNL  stands solidly for all times to come.  

BSNL IS NOT A FLY BY NIGHT OPERATOR! 

A GREAT ASSET TO THE NATION 


